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Contact Tracing – an Introduction 

Aruba is introducing a new set of native Return to Office tools for Contact Tracing and Space Utilization 
needs, leveraging Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology. Aruba customers are very interested in these 
new features to assist with their overall site planning and preparedness needs as their workplaces and 
businesses reopen. The list of contacts and locations provided by this tool can ultimately assist human 
contact tracers in interviewing sick individuals, prioritizing areas for disinfection and deep cleaning, and 
identifying areas of high density to inform their constituents. 

Aruba Workplace Insights is a proximity tracking toolset powered by the Aruba Meridian BLE asset 
tracking solution. Originally designed for finding and tracking assets within a facility, it can be leveraged 
effectively as a tool for Contact Tracing. At the heart of the solution, Meridian asset tracking leverages the 
indoor positioning of Aruba BLE tags. These tags are commonly attached to physical assets and are 
observed and located by Aruba BLE-enabled Access Points. With privacy and security considerations in 
mind, Aruba has adapted its asset tracking solution to be used as a wearable for Contact Tracing and 
Space Utilization reporting.  

 

 
 

              
 

The Aruba Workplace Insights dashboard and reporting is being made available free of charge to 
Meridian asset tracking customers. Aruba Workplace Insights provides a comprehensive set of baseline 



capabilities to assist organizations with contact tracing and space utilization, leveraging existing Aruba 
hardware infrastructure. Please contact your Aruba representative for details on how to get started. 

 
Return to Office Response Tools  

Aruba Workplace Insights offers many different tools to help with potential exposure contacts for human 
contact tracers. This toolset is intended for authorized individuals assisting with outbreak response 
planning, investigations and procedures.  

 

Contact Tracing  

Determine potential contacts, exposure times, and frequently visited locations of a person under 
investigation (‘PUI’) using Aruba Workplace Insights.  

• The contact tracing feature allows the human tracer to search for BLE tags (known as “Trackers”) that 
were in close proximity to a Tracker carried by a PUI. Search parameters include contact distance 
and time. This tool is essential for assisting human tracers with identifying potentially exposed 
contacts after the case identification process.  



  

• Results are sorted by time with filterable columns for date/time of contact, contacted tag, and 
distance.  

• Export the full list of contacts by clicking the green download icon. The CSV file generated can be 
viewed in spreadsheet format or consumed by other business intelligence applications.  

• The tool also allows for the results to be viewed in a time series. This view groups all data points by 
contacted tag and shows their exposure time to the tag in question.  

 



• The physical floor location where a potential exposure event may have occurred is also viewable 
within the dashboard. By pressing the play button, a human tracer can replay each contacts and 
location on the map one-by-one over a time series. 

Space Utilization  

Understanding heavily trafficked areas and where individuals tend to cluster within a location can help 
facility teams determine potential hot spots in buildings. Furthermore, knowing the visited locations and 
exposure times of a sick person can enable cleaning teams to target those areas quickly and efficiently.  

• Easily export a list of all locations visited by a PUI. These results include a timestamp, floor map, and 
zone if the floors are subdivided.  

• Visualize space utilization and heatmaps of an individual tag or all tags on a given floor. 

  



 

 
Solution Overview  

• Physical Aruba BLE Tags are issued to individuals and their corresponding BLE tag identifiers 
(“Trackers”) are provisioned within the Meridian asset tracking platform. These Trackers are then 
associated to a user Profile in the Aruba Workplace Insights tool. The correlation between Profile and 
the individual’s username or other personal identifier should be stored in a separate system solely 
accessible by contact tracers, HR personnel, or other permitted groups. 

 

• The solution assumes that Aruba BLE Tags are deployed as a wearable device. Existing customers 
have found innovative ways to attach Aruba Tags to existing physical access card lanyards or 
embedding them in a wearable wristband. 

 

• Tags are detected by the BLE radios in the Aruba Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 
infrastructure. 

 

• X,Y coordinates are calculated based on BLE-enabled Aruba Access Point observations. 
 

• The Aruba WLAN infrastructure securely authenticates, communicates, and sends tag updates to the 
Meridian Platform. 

 

• Aruba Workplace Insights securely authenticates to the Meridian platform via access token and 
consumes the asset tag update feed. 

 

• At this point, Aruba Workplace Insights can be used for contact tracing and space utilization reporting 
in support of a customer’s return-to-office protocols.  



 
 
 

What’s new in Workplace Insights? 
 
Building upon the first release of the ArubaCT dashboard, Workplace Insights continues to receive 
significant enhancements and updates. 
 
March 2021 Tech Note Update 
Functionality 

• Live Map enhancements 

• Advanced filtering in Contacts UI 

• Battery level added to Profiles UI 

• “Replace Tracker” in Associations UI 

• Clarification on solution accuracy 
 

Role-based access 

• New Security Supervisor role 
 
Navigation 

• Location Groups consolidate floors 
 
December 2020 Tech Note Update 
Functionality 

• Provisioning and reporting APIs 

• Multi-site administration 

• More powerful user ”Profiles” instead of tag labels 
 
Security 

• Role Based Access Controls 

• Single Sign On support 

• Audit trail logging 
 
Navigation 

• Revamped User Interface, familiar to Aruba Central customers 

• Multi-language support 

• Imperial and metric support 

 
 



Deployment and Configuration Overview  

Meridian  

• Account Setup – A Meridian location must be provisioned for the facility. 
• Location, Floors, and Maps – The individual floors of the facility must be configured with their floor 

maps. These floors can also be subdivided into smaller zones. 

Aruba WLAN Infrastructure   

• BLE Tag Management – The BLE-enabled Aruba WLAN environment must be configured to 
manage and observe the BLE tags. This configuration also includes authentication to the 
Meridian platform to update tag locations. 

• Adding Aruba Access Point (AP) locations to the Meridian Map – The Meridian platform needs to 
know the location of the BLE radios inside the AP’s to calculate location of the tag. 

• Improve Accuracy – AP placement and density should be in accordance with the requirements for 
best quality for video and audio performance, approximately every 30- 50 feet. The addition of Air 
Monitors and control tags will also improve the accuracy. More configuration detail is found here. 

BLE Tags 

• Adding BLE Tags to Meridian – The BLE tags (known as “Trackers” in the Workplace Insights 
toolset) are provisioned in Meridian using Aruba’s Tags app. Once done, the tags will be 
managed and detected by the BLE-enabled access points. Tags can be deployed in a bulk 
upload of 50 at a time or one-by-one. Both methods utilize the Aruba Tags app. More information 
is found here. 

Aruba Workplace Insights  

• Account Setup – Aruba Workplace Insights will need to authenticate to the Meridian platform to 
consume and store tag updates. This is done via Meridian Location ID and authentication token 
by Aruba.  

• Access Toolset – At this point data points should be updating in Aruba Workplace Insights and 
the reports accessible to privileged individuals assisting in contact tracing or space utilization 
procedures. More configuration detail is found here. 

Aruba Meridian Data Stream  

Aruba Workplace Insights is powered by the Meridian asset tag API. All tag data is stored in Amazon 
Web Services and available through the Aruba Workplace Insights toolset. The data that is sent from the 
Meridian platform to Aruba Workplace Insights resembles the tag update below.  

Meridian asset tracking customers are free to leverage the asset tag API to build their own workflow 
engine/tool, should they desire. Aruba Workplace Insights does not currently have an outbound API 
interface; however, exporting certain datasets via CSV is available. 

Supported Platforms and Hardware   

Product  Versions  
7xxx Controller  AOS 6.5.2, 6.5.3, 6.5.4, 8.2+ 



300/500 series APs with built-in BLE beacons  AOS 6.5.2, 6.5.3, 6.5.4, 8.2+, Controller-based, Instant, Central  
AT-BT10 Asset Tags  v1+  

 
Privacy Considerations  

Before implementing a contact tracing solution based on the location tracking of individuals, it is 
recommended that your organization conduct a privacy impact assessment to ensure the solution is 
implemented in compliance with applicable privacy laws. In particular, your organization may need to:  

1. establish a legal basis for the processing of personal data for the purpose of contact tracing;  
2. provide a new or updated privacy notice to individuals to meet transparency requirements and 

inform them of their rights;  
3. collect and manage consents from individuals; or  
4. consult with employee representatives or Works Councils.  

Further, if your organization collects and uses sensitive personal data (e.g., health related information) as 
part of a contact tracing solution, additional privacy requirements may apply. For additional information 
about how Aruba Meridian processes information, please see https://www.arubanetworks.com/gdpr/.  

Aruba Meridian Configuration  

Meridian configuration consists of: 

• Account Setup – A Meridian location must be provisioned for the facility.  

• Location, Floors, Maps, and Zones – The individual floors of the facility must be configured with 
their floor maps. These floors can also be subdivided into smaller zones.  

• Access Token, Location ID, and Meridian URL – A Meridian access token, location ID, and 
URL are needed during BLE enable WLAN Configuration. This is how the WLAN will 
communicate with Meridian to send tag updates.  

The following Meridian assets are required to complete the configurations on the Aruba Controller or IAP 
cluster for Beacon Management and Asset Tracking.  

Server URL  

Aruba Meridian has a standard instance for most users and an EU instance for customers who prefer that 
geolocation. When configuring the Meridian configuration profiles, it is critical that that the correct server 
URL be used. To find out which server URL to use, look at the webpage URL that is being used for 
accessing the Meridian Editor account. For example:  

• If a user accesses their Editor account by using https://edit.meridianapps.com, they are using the 
standard instance. 

• If a user accesses their Editor account by using https://edit-eu.meridianapps.com, they are using 
the EU instance. 

Asset Tracking Server URL  

The following asset tracking server URLs are available: 

https://www.arubanetworks.com/gdpr/


• Standard instance: https://tags.meridianapps.com/api/v1beta1/streams/ingestion.start  

• EU instance: https://tags-eu.meridianapps.com/api/v1beta1/streams/ingestion.start  

Access Token  

The Access Token is used by the controller to securely communicate with Meridian Servers. Initially, it is 
not available, and it must be generated in the Beacons Management menu in the Meridian Editor UI. This 
only needs to be done once because the same Access Token is used Beacons Management and Asset 
Tracking. Note: beacons management is a prerequisite for asset tracking. 

If the access token has not been generated yet, follow the steps below to generate a new access token:  

• In the Meridian Editor UI, navigate to Beacons > Beacons Management 

• Click “Generate your access token to get started”  

 

After the access token is generated, it will be displayed in the ACCESS TOKEN window. Use Copy icon 
to copy the access token value onto your clipboard for copy-and-paste operations. 

 

 

 



Location ID  

The Location ID is required when configuring IoT profile for Asset Tracking. It can be found in the 
Meridian Editor Settings page or in the URL of your account or via the Meridian Editor webpage URL. The 
syntax for the Meridian Editor URL looks like this:  

• https://edit.meridianapps.com/apps/<Location ID>  

 

 

BLE Enabled WLAN Configuration  

BLE-enabled WLAN configuration consists of:  

• BLE Tag Management – The BLE-enabled Aruba WLAN environment must be configured to 
manage and observe the BLE tags. This configuration also includes authentication to the 
Meridian platform to update the tag locations.  

• Observer Coverage – Proper access point placement and sufficient density are critical to an 
accurate Tag location calculation. The addition of Air Monitors and control tags will also improve 
the accuracy.  

WLAN Infrastructure Requirements  

The WLAN infrastructure requirements include: 

• Each tag needs to be visible to at least 3 Aruba observers (Aruba BLE-enabled APs also known 
as “APBs”).  

• Aruba APs needs to be deployed at a density of one AP at least every 30 – 50 feet.  

General WLAN Configurations to Support Meridian  

The Aruba Wi-Fi network infrastructure is configured using an Aruba controller and APs, Aruba Instant, or 
Aruba Central. When you configure a controller or virtual controller with Meridian configuration profiles 
and apply them to the AP group, the configuration will propagate to all connected APs in that group. 

WLAN Controller and IAP Cluster Communication  

WLAN controllers and IAP clusters communicate with the Meridian Editor using HTTPS on port 443. They 
won’t respond to the Editor unless they’ve sent a message to the Editor first. Communications to the 
Editor are encrypted using Transport Layer Security 1.2 (TLS 1.2).  



If you use a firewall, please add edit.meridianapps.com and tags.meridianapps.com on TCP port 443 to 
your firewall allow-list. The Meridian Editor does not use a static IP address. 

For a controller or IAP cluster to connect to a Meridian Editor location it needs to have the unique access 
token generated by the Editor for that location. 

Configure Clock/NTP Services  

Time synchronization is an essential part of managing beacons and tracking asset in your network so 
make sure that all the nodes are synchronized with the same reference server and time.  

Configure preferred DNS to reach *.meridianapps.com  

The controller or IAP cluster should have DNS configured and be able to reach *.meridianapps.com 
server.  

Configure Proxy Server if needed  

If the controller or IAP cluster does not have a route to the internet, a proxy server can be configured 
depending on version used. This is generally supported in versions 8.6.x and beyond. Check your specific 
AOS or Instant deployment guides to confirm. 

ArubaOS, InstantOS, and Central Configuration References 

ArubaOS  

Use the following links to find ArubaOS configuration for different software versions:  

Controller AOS 8.7  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049798094-ArubaOS-8-7-x-Meridian-Beacons-
%20Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide 

Controller AOS 8.6  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360042543934-ArubaOS-8-6-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide 

Controller AOS 8.5  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049429794-ArubaOS-8-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide 

Controller AOS 8.4  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360050199113-ArubaOS-8-4-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide 

Controller AOS 8.3  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049798094-ArubaOS-8-7-x-Meridian-Beacons-%20Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049798094-ArubaOS-8-7-x-Meridian-Beacons-%20Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360042543934-ArubaOS-8-6-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360042543934-ArubaOS-8-6-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049429794-ArubaOS-8-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049429794-ArubaOS-8-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360050199113-ArubaOS-8-4-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360050199113-ArubaOS-8-4-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide


https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040131293-ArubaOS-8-3-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide 

Controller AOS 8.2  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039634014-ArubaOS-8-2-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide 

Controller AOS 6.5  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039633654-ArubaOS-6-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide  

InstantOS  

Use the following links to find InstantOS configuration for different software versions:  

InstantOS 8.6  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360053927734-Aruba-Instant-8-6-0-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide   

InstantOS 8.5  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360053922794-Aruba-Instant-8-5-0-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide   

InstantOS 8.4 / 8.3  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039635334-Aruba-Instant-8-3-x-8-4-x-Meridian-
Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide   

InstantOS 6.5  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040131793-Aruba-Instant-6-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide   

Aruba Central  

Use the following link to find Aruba Central configuration:  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360051172634-Aruba-Central-Meridian-Beacons-
Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide   

 

Sample ArubaOS 8.6 Managed Device/Controller Configuration  

The following sample ArubaOS Managed Device/Controller configuration is required:  

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040131293-ArubaOS-8-3-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040131293-ArubaOS-8-3-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039634014-ArubaOS-8-2-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039634014-ArubaOS-8-2-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039633654-ArubaOS-6-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039633654-ArubaOS-6-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360053927734-Aruba-Instant-8-6-0-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360053927734-Aruba-Instant-8-6-0-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360053922794-Aruba-Instant-8-5-0-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360053922794-Aruba-Instant-8-5-0-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039635334-Aruba-Instant-8-3-x-8-4-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039635334-Aruba-Instant-8-3-x-8-4-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040131793-Aruba-Instant-6-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360040131793-Aruba-Instant-6-5-x-Meridian-Beacons-Management-And-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360051172634-Aruba-Central-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360051172634-Aruba-Central-Meridian-Beacons-Management-and-Asset-Tracking-Configuration-Guide


Configure the Internal Access Point Beacons  

After the controller(s)/cluster is able to reach out to meridianapps.com and the correct Meridian assets 
have been identified, begin the configuration of IoT Profiles to enable the infrastructure to communicate 
with the Meridian cloud.  

Before starting, the AP Beacons (APB) must be enabled so that they can be provisioned for use with 
Meridian. If the APB is not enabled, the APB will not be broadcasting the beacon ID, therefore Meridian 
tools will not be able to configure the beacon. Enabling the APB can be done using the Controller GUI or 
the CLI.  

Remember to enter Configure Terminal mode before beginning IoT profile configuration: 
 

(host) [mynode] #configure terminal 

Enter Configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z  

Important: Beginning with AOS 8.6.x there is a significant change to how the internal BLE radio is enabled 
as compared to previous versions of AOS. Up to AOS 8.5, a user can enable the internal BLE radio in the 
GUI, but with AOS 8.6 and onward, that is no longer supported and the CLI must be used.  

If upgrading from a previous AOS version, a user will find that the BLE radio has stopped broadcasting. 
The functionality has migrated to the IoT Radio profile. Use the instructions below to enable the operation 
mode of the internal BLE radio using CLI. 

Configure the Internal BLE Radio 

(host) [mynode] (config) #iot radio-profile "sample-rp" 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Radio Profile "sample-rp" #radio-mode ble 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Radio Profile "sample-rp" #exit 

(host) [mynode] (config) #write memory 

Saving Configuration... 

Configuration Saved.  

This is all that needs to be done to enable the internal BLE radio. All other parameters are default values 
that you do not need to set.   

Verify That The Internal BLE Radio Is Set Correctly 

(host) [mynode] #show iot radio-profile "sample-rp" 

 

IoT Radio Profile "sample-rp" 

-------------------------------- 

Parameter           Value 

---------           ----- 

Radio Instance      internal 

Radio Mode          none ble 

BLE Opmode          beaconing scanning 

BLE Console         off 

BLE Transmit Power  0 

Zigbee Opmode       coordinator 

Zigbee Channel      auto 



 

The proper setting for the BLE operation mode should be "beaconing scanning". This is a change as 
compared to AOS versions prior to 8.6.x. This mode “beaconing scanning” is also the default value; 
therefore, the user does not have to set this value when configuring the IoT profile. 

Apply the IoT Radio Profile to an AP Group 

(host) [mynode] (config) #ap-group "sample-apg"  

(host) [mynode] (AP group "sample-apg") #iot radio-profile "sample-rp" 

(host) [mynode] (AP group "sample-apg") #exit  

(host) [mynode] (config) #write memory  

Saving Configuration...  

Configuration Saved.  

Verify that the BLE Radio Profile Has Been Applied the AP Group 

(host) [mynode] #show ap-group "sample-apg" | include "IoT radio profile"  

IoT radio profile        sample-rp 

Check the AP’s configuration to ensure that the profile is received correctly 

(host) [mynode] #show ap debug ble-config ap-name AP-315A  

 

----------------------------------------------- 

---------- IOT Radio Profiles ----------------- 

----------------------------------------------- 

Profile Name        : Internal BLE 

Radio Instance      : Internal 

Radio Mode          : BLE 

BLE Mode            : beaconing scanning 

BLE Console         : Off 

BLE Tx Power (dBm)  : 0 

----------------------------------------------- 

Disregard the BLE Tx Power (dBm) value of "0".  It is not used at the moment because this version of the 
firmware does not support changing Tx power through the radio profile.     

The internal BLE should be broadcasting its own BLE MAC address at this point. If a user is near an AP, 
they can use the Aruba Beacons mobile app to scan and see the BLE MAC for the AP. After AP beacon 
is found, it can be configured by moving it onto the Meridian map. This can also be done remotely using 
the Meridian Editor’s Beacons UI. This method is often best for large-scale deployments where other 
network management solutions like AirWave can help verify correct AP location. More detail on 
deployment process is here. 

Configure IoT Transport Profile for Beacons Management  

After the BLE radio has been enabled on the AP, a user is ready to configure the IoT profile for Beacons 
Management.  



Configure and Set the IoT Transport Profile  

To configure and set the IoT transport profile:  

(host) [mynode] (config) #iot transportProfile "Beacons Management" 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management") #serverType Meridian-Beacon-

Management 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management") #serverURL 

https://edit.meridianapps.com/api/beacons/manage 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management") #accessToken <access token> 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management") #reportingInterval 600 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management") #include-ap-group sample-apg 

(host) [mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management") #exit 

(host) [mynode] (config) #iot useTransportProfile "Beacons Management" 

(host) [mynode] (config) #write memory 

Saving Configuration... 

Configuration Saved. 

Whenever a change is made to IoT transport profile, execute the command “useTransportProfile” to sync 
the configurations to the APs.   

Check the Configuration Parameters  

(host) [mynode] (config) #show iot transportProfile "Beacons Management" 

 

IoT Data Profile "Beacons Management" 

------------------------------------- 

Parameter                     Value 

---------                     ----- 

Server Type                   Meridian-Beacon-Management 

Server URL                    https://edit.meridianapps.com/api/beacons/manage 

Access Token                  <access token> 

Client Id                     N/A 

Username                      N/A 

Password                      N/A 

Reporting interval            600 

Device Class Filter           aruba-beacons 

UUID Filter                   N/A 

Movement Filter               0 

Cell Size Filter              0 

Age Filter                    0 

Authentication URL            N/A 

UID Namespace Filter          N/A 

URL Filter                    N/A 

Access ID                     N/A 

RSSI Reporting Format         average 

choose an environment type    office 

Custom Fading Factor          20 

IoT Proxy Server              N/A 

IoT Group                     N/A 

AP Group                      sample-apg 

Enable BLE on Controller      Disabled 

Send device counts only       Disabled 

RTLS Destination MAC Address  N/A 

 



Check that the IoT Profile has been set 

(host) [mynode] (config) #show iot transportProfile 

IoT Data Profile List 

--------------------- 

Name                 References   Profile Status 

----                 ----------   -------------- 

Beacons Management   1 

Total:1 

The “1” indicates that the IoT transport context profile has been set.  

Check the transport context status 

(host) [mynode] #show ble_relay iot-profile 

 

ConfigID : 1 

---------------------------Profile[Beacons Management]--------------------------- 

serverURL             : https://edit.meridianapps.com/api/beacons/manage 

serverType            : Meridian Beacon Management 

deviceClassFilter     : Aruba Beacons 

reportingInterval     : 600 second 

accessToken.          : <access token> 

rssiReporting.        : Average 

environmentType.      : office 

include_ap_group      : default 

 

Server Connection State 

-------------------------- 

TransportContext      : Ready 

Last Data Update.     : <date time> 

Last Send Time        : <date time>  

Last Receive Time.    : <date time> 

TransType             : Https 

Verify that the TransportContext status is “Ready”.  If the status does not change to "Ready", try 
rebooting the controller to make sure the configurations are set properly. 

Verify the Connection to Meridian has been Established in Editor  

After the changes are set and deployed, the connection to Meridian beacon server should be established. 
In Meridian Editor, navigate to the Beacons Management page to make sure the status for Beacon 
Management shows: “Connected: Your Aruba network is connected to the Meridian Editor. The Editor last 
heard from your network a few seconds ago.”  

 



Configure IoT Transport Profile for Asset Tracking  

Configuring the IoT Transport Profile for Beacons Management is required prior to configuring the IoT 
Transport Profile for Asset Tracking. Asset tracking relies on the Beacons Management component to 
ensure that the internal BLE is being managed. If you haven’t done it yet, please complete the section to 
Configure IoT Transport Profile for Beacons Management before starting with this section.  

Add the DigiCert Root Certificate to the Aruba Controller.  

Before starting on the configurations for asset tracking, add the DigiCert Root Certificate to your 
controller. A root CA certificate is required on the controller when connecting the tags server. It must be 
installed so Asset Tracking will work. The root CA certificate for Meridian can be downloaded from here.  

To add the certificate to the Controller, navigate to Configuration > System > Certificates > Import 
Certificates, and click on the + button:  

• Enter the Certificate name (no spaces) 

• Upload the Certificate 

• Select PEM as the certificate format 

• Select TrustedCA as the certificate type 

• Click Submit > Pending Changes > Apply Changes   

Configure and Set the IoT Transport Profile  

(host) [mynode] #configure terminal  

Enter Configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z 

 

(host) [mynode] (config) #iot transportProfile "Asset Tracking" 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #serverType Meridian-Asset-

Tracking 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #serverURL 

https://tags.meridianapps.com/api/v1beta1/streams/ingestion.start 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #accessToken <access token> 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #clientID <location id> 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #reportingInterval 5 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #include-ap-group sample-apg 

(host) ^*[mynode] (IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking") #exit 

(host) ^*[mynode] (config) #iot useTransportProfile "Asset Tracking" 

(host) [mynode] (config) #write memory 

Saving Configuration... 

Configuration Saved. 

Whenever a change is made to IoT transport profile, execute the command “useTransportProfile” to sync 
the configurations to the APs.  

Verify IoT Configurations are Set  

(host) [mynode] #show iot transportProfile 

 

IoT Data Profile List 

--------------------- 

Name References     Profile Status 

---- ----------     -------------- 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4t6q8q6y5txhn5o/DigiCertGlobalRootCA.crt?dl=0


Asset Tracking      1  

Beacons Management  1 

 

Total:2 

1 indicates that the IoT transport context profile has been set. 

Verify that the IoT Parameters are Configured Correctly  

(host) [mynode] #show iot transportProfile "Asset Tracking" 

 

IoT Data Profile "Asset Tracking" 

--------------------------------- 

Parameter                      Value 

---------                      ----- 

Server Type                    Meridian-Asset-Tracking 

Server URL                     

https://tags.meridianapps.com/api/v1beta1/streams/ingestion.start 

Access Token                   <access token> 

Client Id                      <location id> 

Username                       N/A 

Password                       N/A 

Reporting interval             5 

Device Class Filter            aruba-tags 

UUID Filter                    N/A 

Movement Filter                0 

Cell Size Filter               0 

Age Filter                     0 

Authentication URL             N/A 

UID Namespace Filter           N/A 

URL Filter                     N/A 

Access ID                      N/A 

RSSI Reporting Format          average 

choose an environment type     office 

Custom Fading Factor           20 

IoT Proxy Server               N/A 

IoT Group                      N/A 

AP Group                       sample-apg 

Enable BLE on Controller       Disabled 

Send device counts only        Disabled 

RTLS Destination MAC Address   N/A 

Verify the BLE Relay Status is Ready  

(host) *[mynode] (config) #show ble_relay iot-profile 

 

ConfigID : 2 

---------------------------Profile[Beacons Management]--------------------------- 

serverURL             : https://edit.meridianapps.com/api/beacons/manage 

serverType            : Meridian Beacon Management 

deviceClassFilter     : Aruba Beacons 

reportingInterval.    : 600 second 

accessToken           : <access token> 

rssiReporting         : Average 

environmentType       : office 

include_ap_group      : default 



 

Server Connection State 

-------------------------- 

TransportContext      : Ready 

Last Data Update      : <date time>  

Last Send Time        : <date time>  

Last Receive Time     : <date time> 

TransType             : Https 

 

---------------------------Profile[Asset Tracking]--------------------------- 

serverURL             : 

https://tags.meridianapps.com/api/v1beta1/streams/ingestion.start 

serverType            : Meridian Asset Tracking 

deviceClassFilter     : Aruba Tags 

reportingInterval     : 5 second 

accessToken           : <access token> 

clientID              : <location id> 

rssiReporting         : Average 

environmentType       : office 

include_ap_group      : default 

 

Server Connection State 

-------------------------- 

TransportContext      : Connection Established  

Last Data Update      : <date time> 

Last Send Time        : <date time> 

TransType             : Websocket 

TransportContext for the Asset Tracking profile should display “Connection Established”. Note: at least 
one deployed asset tag will need to be in range of a configured AP before the AP will start the WSS 
connection.  

Adding Access Point Beacons to Meridian Maps  

The Meridian platform will calculate the locations of the tags, but to do so, it must know the physical 
locations of the BLE-enabled access points.  

Beacon Auto-Deploy  

Access Point Beacon (APB) Auto-Deploy will automatically configure AP Beacons when Beacons 
Management is enabled for a location. When Beacons Management is enabled for a location, ALL 
undeployed AP Beacons in that location will be configured for that location and will be available to be 
placed on a map.  

The high-level tasks to complete are; 

• Obtain list of APs and their respective Wired/BLE MAC addresses. 

• Obtain mapping of physical location of AP beacons to configure (AirWave is the preferred 
platform to obtain physical AP locations). 

• Configure Beacons Management. 

• Place the AP beacons on the Meridian map in their correct physical location. 

Beacon Management Requirements  



To enable APB Auto-Deploy, Beacons Management needs to be enabled for your location. After Beacons 
Management is configured, the infrastructure will send Meridian the list of known AP Beacons to Meridian 
and will populate the Beacons list. This can take up to 30 minutes to fully populate. Beacon Management 
setup is covered in “BLE-enabled WLAN Configuration”. 

Placing the Auto-Deployed Beacons onto the Meridian Map  

In mapped locations, APB Auto-Deploy configures Beacons as Location Beacons.  

Auto-Deployed Location Beacons still need to be manually placed on a map. This can be done using the 
Aruba Beacons app or the Beacons UI in the Meridian Editor.  

• Navigate to your Meridian location and select, "Beacons" from the navigation pane.  

• The Beacons, once populated, will show a blank Building and Floor.  

• Select a pre-populated AP beacon.  
• Towards the bottom of the page is a floor section and a drop-down menu. 

• Select the Building/Floor desired.  

• Select the blue location pin-drop on the left-hand side and place on the map where the AP 
beacon is physically located. 

 

APB Auto-Deploy Supported Hardware (Recommend 300/500 series APs) 

Model  Name  
LS-BT1-USB  USB Beacon (Installed in Aruba 210 and 220 Series Access Points)  
BT-AP203  Aruba 203 Series Access Points  
BT-AP300  Aruba 300 Series Access Points  
BT-AP303  Aruba 303 Series Access Points  

BT-AP303H  Aruba 303H Access Point  

BT-AP310  Aruba 310 Series Access Points  

BT-AP318  Aruba 318 Series Access Points  

BT-AP320  Aruba 320 Series Access Points  

BT-AP330  Aruba 330 Series Access Points  

BT-AP340  Aruba 340 Series Access Points  

BT-AP360  Aruba 360 Series Access Points  

BT-AP370  Aruba 370 Series Access Points  

BT-AP500 Aruba 500 Series Access Points  

BT-AP503H Aruba 500H Series Access Points  

BT-AP505H Aruba 500H Series Access Points  

BT-AP510  Aruba 510 Series Access Points  

BT-AP530  Aruba 530 Series Access Points  

BT-AP550  Aruba 550 Series Access Points  

Meridian Beacons App  

Access Point BLE beacons can also be added to Meridian using the Beacons App. You can download the 
Beacons app from the Apple App store for iOS. 

• Tap the locate icon in the top right of the app to search for nearby beacons. 



• This will list all nearby beacons. Access Point beacons will also be in this list. 
• Tap the unconfigured tab to view unconfigured beacons. 

• Find the access point beacon you would like to place on the map. 

• Drag and drop the pin to its correct location on the map. 

• Name the access point beacon. 

• Follow these steps for all APBs at the location. 

 

 

Precision and Accuracy  

This section describes the workflow for deploying Aruba Access Points (AP) and control tags to support 
Meridian asset tracking and the Aruba Workplace Insights toolset.  

Similar to Assess Point deployment for Wi-Fi systems, it can be difficult to predict the radio wave 
propagation or detect the presence of signal interference without the use of proper deployment strategies 
or test equipment. Obstacles such as walls, doors, glass, metals and others physical properties may 



contribute some degree of attenuation or reflection, causing the RF radiation pattern to be irregular and 
unpredictable. Since BLE uses RF, it is susceptible to multi-path propagation problems just like Wi-Fi.  

Whereas the goal for deploying Wi-Fi systems is for enabling mobile connectivity for computing devices, 
the goal for deploying BLE is for location services. Aruba Access Points have historically been deployed 
for Wi-Fi systems, but with the integrated Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio, it can also be deployed for 
location services. Hence, it is no longer adequate to deploy Aruba APs for Wi-Fi alone; it is necessary to 
factor in BLE in the deployment plan.  

There is already plentiful information available for deploying APs for wireless coverage. Therefore, this 
section will focus on deploying and placing APs for Meridian asset tracking and the Aruba Workplace 
Insights toolset.  

Benefits of Access Point Beacons   

From a Meridian perspective, the Internal BLE was not a part of the Aruba APs until the AP-300 series 
Campus Access Points or the lower-cost AP-203R and 303H. This meant that prior to the AP with internal 
BLE (APB), Meridian location services was relying on the battery powered beacons for blue dot 
wayfinding but not for asset tracking. 

Battery powered beacons have their advantages. They are easy to deploy because they can be placed 
anywhere without having to run cables or power. However, they have a limited battery life and are not 
able to communicate beacon status back to Meridian servers. Reliance on battery may also limit its 
placement in environments with extreme temperature conditions as well.  

Using APBs not only remedies the beacon's reliance on battery, but it can also operate as a beacon 
sensor to report its beacon status and the status of surrounding beacons. This ability to listen for beacons 
extends to listening for BLE tags, hence the ability to track asset tags.  

Supporting Meridian Location Services After the APs Have Already 

Been Installed  

This section describes the workflow for deploying Aruba Access Points (APs) and control tags to support 
Meridian asset tracking after the APs have already been installed.  

Asset Tracking Deployment Guidelines  

• Deploy APs in the venue in accordance with the requirements for best quality video and audio 
performance, approximately every 30-50 ft. 
 

• To track assets along a corridor, deploy APBs configured as Observers in a straight line down the 
center of the corridor. An Observer = an APB that has the AP Beacon configured as either a 
Location or Proximity beacon AND the Asset Tracking IoT Profile defined. An asset tag can be 
tracked if heard by 1, 2 or 3 Observers. Trilateration works best if heard by at least 3 Observers.  
If there are APBs in and adjacent rooms to the corridor, but asset tracking is not required in that 
room, do not configure the beacons on those APs. If an APB is not configured, it will not operate 
as an Observer. 
 
 

• To track assets in an open room, first, deploy APBs in the corners; second, deploy along the 
perimeter of the room; and third, fill in the center of open area. 
 



• If accuracy is not required in the room but the customer just needs to know that the asset is in the 
room, then a single APB in the center of the room should be sufficient. 
 
 

• Place a control tag in the area where you expect your asset tag to reside the majority of time 
when it is in storage or not moved for a long period of time. Control tags are a must for improving 
tracking accuracy. 
 

• Never place a control tag outside the perimeter of the APB triangle perimeter. Although control 
tags help to improve asset tracking accuracy, they CANNOT operate as Observers. No asset 
tags can be tracked outside the APB perimeter.  

Workflow for Deploying APs And Control Tags For Asset Tracking  

The steps below will guide you through the best approach for deploying the APs and control tags to 
support asset tracking after the APs have been deployed.  

1. Analyze Current AP Placement  

All Aruba AP deployments up to this point have only considered best practices for Wi-Fi. Whereas this is 
great for connectivity, it may leave a gap for asset tracking. That said, as long as the APBs are deployed 
for optimal Wi-Fi connectivity (5 GHz, voice-grade), approximately 30-50 feet apart, control tags and 
additional APs can be used to augment coverage for asset tracking.   

Listening and reporting tags to the Meridian cloud is a functionality of the APs, not beacons. After the data 
is sent to the Meridian server, location calculations are then performed on the Meridian server and the 
location of the tag is stored for later retrieval. If you have previously deployed battery beacons for 
wayfinding, these battery-powered beacons are not part of the asset tracking solution. AP placement is 
critical for accurate asset tracking.  

 



Note: The grid lines are 30 ft apart. 

The map below shows a very good AP deployment for Wi-Fi; however, there are a few problem areas if 
the goal is to track tags.   

 

Take a look at where your APs are currently deployed to quickly assess where you can track tags in your 
environment. In the map below, the red line represents the outer perimeter of the APs. Tags can only be 
tracked inside this AP perimeter. Beyond the outer AP perimeter is the red zone where tags cannot be 
tracked. For example, if a tag was to be placed outside of the outer AP perimeter (in the red zone), the 
system could only determine that the tag is between the closest APs, similar to how a blue dot is shown 
between beacons.  

2. Identify Where the Tags Are to be Tracked  

In this example, we are interested in tracking the tags in the area noted as “Tag Zone,” marked with the 
green rectangle. In reality, the tag can only be tracked in the actual tracking zones marked with the blue 
polygon - the area inside the perimeter of the nearest APs. 



 

3. Augment with APs for Additional Coverage  

If tag tracking is required in all of the Tag Zone area, then additional APs will need to be deployed or 
existing APs will need to move to bring that area inside the AP perimeter, as shown below. This change 
will ensure that APs can track tags in the desired location in the building. 

 



4. Augment with Control Tags to check for Accuracy  

Meridian provides an additional feature to improve accuracy of tag tracking that goes beyond AP 
placement. The use of control tags is a way to fingerprint the environment with known locations of a 
reference tag. Currently, control tags do not improve the accuracy of other moving tags but do provide a 
way to check for accuracy in the environment.  

A control tag is an asset tag that is placed on the Meridian map. It is the same hardware as a normal tag 
but configured differently. For more information about configuring control tags, see: Deploying Asset Tags 
and Control Tags  

Planning AP Deployment for Asset Tracking  

If tag tracking is required in all areas of this floor, then the AP placements should look like the following 
image.  

 

The red circles represent areas where APs should be placed to increase the tag tracking area. It is best to 
start with the corners, fill in the perimeter gaps, and then fill in the center. From a Wi-Fi placement 
perspective, this is not a typical deployment plan, but as has been discussed above, this is necessary for 
a true wall-to-wall tag tracking environment. 

Aruba Tag Configuration  
The Aruba Tags app is similar to the Aruba Beacons app but is used to deploy and manage Aruba Tags. 
For the Workplace Insights tool, the user will first deploy Aruba Tags using the instructions below, and 
then associate a specific Tag to a User Profile. More information on that configuration step is available in 
the section entitled, “Understanding the Tool’s User Interface (UI)” 

 

https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039668794-Deploying-Asset-Tags-and-Control-Tags
https://docs.meridianapps.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039668794-Deploying-Asset-Tags-and-Control-Tags


Asset Tags Overview  

Asset Tags are used to track assets as part of a real-time location system (RTLS). Once an Asset Tag 
has been deployed using the Aruba Tags app, the tagged asset can be tracked on a map using the Aruba 
Tags app, the Meridian Editor, and the Meridian mobile and web SDKs. Like the Beacons app, the Tags 
app is downloaded exclusively from the Apple App stores for iOS.  

The Tags app has three main views:  

• The Tags View 

• The Assets View 

• The Locations View  

 

Tags View  

The Tags View lists all of the Aruba Tags that can be detected by the Tags app. The white, upper part of 
the list displays Aruba Tags that have been placed on a map. The bottom portion of the list highlighted in 
green display Aruba Tags that are detected by the app but have not yet been placed on a map. Pull the 
list down to refresh it. Tap an Aruba Tag in the list to add or edit it.  



  

Tag Scanning  

The Tags app uses the Bluetooth signals from an Aruba Tag to identify the Tag being added to a location. 
On the Tags screen, tap Add. Make sure the Aruba Tag is turned on, and then place the Aruba Tag on 
the top front of the device. Tag Scanning can take 1-5 seconds to register the Aruba Tag. When the scan 
is complete, tap Confirm. The Tag is added to your location.  

 



Bulk Tag Upload 

Beginning with the release of version 1.6.0 of the Aruba Tags app (Nov 2020), 50 Tags can be bulk 
deployed at once. Using the QR code scanning feature in the Tags app, users can scan the QR code on 
the 50-pack box of Aruba Tags. This automatically adds Tags to the customer’s location and makes them 
available for later pairing to a user’s Profile. 

Tag Search  

The Tags app lets you search for Aruba Tags by MAC address, name, or label. Partial MAC address 
searches work as well.  

Filter Placed Tags  

There are times when you may want to focus on Aruba Tags that haven’t been added to an asset. Tap 
the filter button to hide placed Aruba Tags. Tap the filter button again to reveal placed Aruba Tags.  

  

 
 

Add or Edit Tags  

On the Tags View screen, tap an unplaced Aruba Tag to go to the Add Tag screen. Tap a placed Aruba 
Tag to go to the Edit Tag screen. To get to the Edit Tag screen from the Map Screen, tap a Tag, and then 
tap the “i” button. The Add and Edit screens are essentially the same.  



  

 

Parameter  Description  

Name  
This is a required field. Before you can Add an Aruba Tag, you need to give it a name. The name 
should relate to the asset you’re tagging. Tap Add to add the Aruba Tag. When you do, if possible, the 
Tags app will attempt to show the location of the Aruba Tag on the relevant map.  

Tag Photo  

The Tag app lets you take a photo of the asset to which you’re adding an Aruba Tag. Tap the camera 
button. Choose a picture from your photo library or take a new picture. Tap Use Photo. A thumbnail 
image of the photo replaces the camera icon. Tap the thumbnail to use or take a new photo. Tap Save 
to save the new photo. **Never add a photo of the person who will carry a given tag. The best practice 
is to use a generic human avatar image.** 

MAC  The MAC field is not editable.  
EXTERNAL 
ID  

You can use the EXTERNAL ID field to enter an ID that relates to an ID in a non-Meridian resource, 
such as an inventory database.  

Add Label  
Optional. Labels are text that you can add to an Aruba Tag to search for Aruba Tags added to specific 
types of tags. **While these were required for the initial release of the Contact Tracing tool, they are no 
longer required.** 

Map View  

The Map View shows all of the Aruba Tags visible on the current map. The Map View works similarly to 
the Aruba Beacons app’s Map View.  



 

Assets on the Map 

Aruba Tags are represented on the map with circular blue icons. Tap an Aruba Tag icon to see its name 
and last heard time. Tap the i to go to the Aruba Tag’s detail page.  

Search  

The Tags app lets you search for Aruba Tags by MAC address, name, or label.  

Partial MAC address searches work as well  

Delete a Tag  

To delete an Aruba Tag from the map and stop tracking it, go to an Aruba Tag’s detail page, and then tap 
Stop Tracking. In the Remove Asset Tag dialog box, tap Delete. 

When a user deletes an Aruba Tag, all of the information associated with it will be lost. There is no way to 
undo a deletion, but the tag can be redeployed.  



  

Meridian APIs  

The Meridian REST APIs can be accessed via Postman or another similar tool. This is beneficial to 
validate Asset Tag data or to run bulk reporting. To use the API, issue a request to the meridian platform, 
using the URL syntax below, as shown. Be sure to enter the unique location ID and authentication token 
in the authorization header. Also make sure the base URL is the correct one for your location.  

https://edit.meridianapps.com/api/locations/<LOCATION_ID>/asset-beacons/<TagMACAddress>  

 
 
 
 

{ 

    "name": "Person 6", 

    "external_id": null, 

    "mac": "546C0E014619", 



    "tag_ids": [ 

        "5194874273660928" 

    ], 

    "location": "5468665088573440", 

    "image_url": null, 

    "control_x": null, 

    "control_y": null, 

    "id": "546C0E014619", 

    "is_control_tag": false, 

    "battery_level": 83.0, 

    "last_heard": 1605848260.212557, 

    "tags": [ 

        { 

            "id": "5194874273660928", 

            "name": "CT-Human" 

        } 

    ], 

    "hw_type": null, 

    "calculations": { 

        "default": { 

            "registered_observers": [ 

                "34151381C1E5", 

                "40BD32C45773", 

                "40BD32C45779" 

            ], 

            "confidence": 6.6216352626332995, 

            "timestamp": 1605848260.212557, 

            "datetime": "2020-11-19T20:57:40-08:00", 

            "location": { 

                "location_id": "5468665088573440", 

                "map_id": "5653104741580800", 

                "x": 969.5842375673438, 

                "y": 520.4424377468332 

            } 

        } 

    } 

Use of the API to reference Location Accuracy  

Determine if all the necessary data is available through the meridian API and compare X, Y location 
calculated to the actual X,Y of the tag’s location. If accuracy is not sufficient, please review the AP 
Placement and Accuracy section of this document. 



Aruba Workplace Insights Setup  

Aruba will provision a tenant for your location within the BLE contact tracing tool using your Meridian 
location’s authentication token. 

Aruba Workplace Insights Overview 

Tool Uses 

Aruba Workplace Insights offers many different tools to help with potential exposure contacts for contact 

tracers. This toolset is intended for authorized individuals assisting with outbreak response planning, 

investigations, and procedures. 

 

Understanding the Tool’s User Interface (UI) 

 

Global UI 

Overview > Dashboard 

In the dashboard view, a user will see statistics regarding Profiles, Trackers, and usage and activity for all 
Locations within your Organization.  
 

 

 

 

 



Analyze > Audit Trail 

The audit trail functionality allows a user to see events as they have occurred including who initiated the 
change, the time a change was made, and the nature of the change. Data are exportable as CSV. 
Audited actions include: 

• Search actions (e.g., User X searched for Profile Y contact exposure) 

• User Management actions (e.g., User X added User A with role B) 

• Profile Management actions (e.g., User X created new Profile Z) 

 

Manage > Organization 

In the organization tab, a user can manage Users, API tokens, and Settings of the Workplace Insights 
dashboard. 
 

Users and Roles 

In the Users UI, current authorized users and their role are shown. Users are able to take certain actions 
to manage users, if permissions allow. The Roles submenu allows a user to see Permissions by user 
type. This is especially important for determining what Role a new user should be assigned, per their job 
requirements. Please see section, “Understanding User Roles” for more detail. 
 
Note: Users’ email addresses are displayed as a default data field, but they have been omitted here due 
to data privacy considerations. 

 

Viewing Users 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Adding a User 

 

 

View Organization-level Roles 

 

 

 



 

API Tokens 

In the API token UI, users can see current Workplace Insights tokens in use, and may be able to manage 
tokens, depending on permissions. (Detailed in the Users > Roles UI) 

 

Settings 

The Settings UI allows a user to perform to main activities. First, it allows a customer to set default 
language, and it also allows for changes to contact parameters – time and duration. Below, we explore 
contact parameters in more detail. 
 
With regards to Contacts Settings, users can set a minimum contact duration and maximum contact 
distance to fine tune the system based on the customer definition of a contact. A contact will only be 
recorded if it is within the maximum distance and will only be considered a continuous contact if the 
duration exceeds the minimum contact duration. For example, if the minimum contact duration is 5 
minutes and maximum contact distance is 5 meters, then two Profiles need to remain no more than 5 
meters apart for at least 5 minutes to be considered a contact. 
 
In this example, we can assume that the Settings for a customer environment include a maximum contact 
distance of 7 meters and minimum contact duration of 5 minutes. Workplace Insights will calculate 
contacts for any two Profiles which are in continuous contact for at least 5 minutes at a distance no 
greater than 7 meters. These calculated contacts are stored and are available for query using the 
Contacts UI.  
 
To continue with the example, let us assume that a contact tracer wishes to narrow the search to only 5 
meters when using the tools in the Profiles > Contact UI. In doing that, search results will only include 
contacts that occurred for at least five minutes at a distance no greater than 5 meters. Although the 
database has stored contacts of 7 meters or less, the tracer is effectively filtering out unwanted contact 
results with and only focusing on contacts of 5 meters or less. 
 
In short, the maximum contact distance parameter chosen in the Settings UI will generate the largest data 
set of potential contacts, which can then be searched in a more targeted manner using the Contacts UI. 

 

Settings UI showing fields for contact duration and distance 

 

  

 



 

Location UI 

 

Overview > Dashboard 

In a Location, a user will first see an Overview and Activity sub menu within the Dashboard. With the 
release in March 2021, the Location UI now displays a site’s buildings using what’s called Location 
Groups. These are nested beneath the Location name. Note that the dashboard data in each Location 
Group will differ from the Location Overview. This is because each Location Group only displays Profiles 
which have been assigned to it in the Profiles UI. Please see Profiles UI discussion below for more 
information.  

 

Overview 

The Overview dashboard displays Profiles by Class and Tracked Profiles, as well as Floor usage and 

Profiles in Contact across a time series. Hovering over the data visualizations provides the user with 

specific details. 

 

Viewing Location Groups 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Overview at the Location level 

 

 

 

Activity 

The Activity dashboard displays human activity across the last 7 days. The user can hover over data in all 
visualizations to see specific details. 
 

 



 

Overview > Live Map 

The Live Map shows the current position and subsequent movements of all tags on a given floor. The 
interface allows the user to search for a specific Profile to see location and also switch floors to view 
Profiles on other floors. 

 

 

 

Search > Floors 

Heatmap 

The Floors UI displays relative concentration of activity across floors of a given site. Within the UI, a user 
can view concentrations of a given Profile class (e.g. Human) for a specific floor, across a chosen date 
range. The resulting heat map data can be viewed either by total time accumulated for all Profiles in that 
class or by the total number of Profiles on a given day. Similar to other visualizations, the data can be 
animated to show progression across the date range chosen. 
 
 
Heatmap by total time accumulated for all Profiles 



 

 

 

Heatmap by total time accumulated for selected Profiles 

 

 

 

 



Search > Profiles 

The Profiles UI offers three choices: Contacts, Heatmap, and History. It is expected that this reporting 
functionality will be of highest value to most contact tracers. 

 

Contacts 

In the Contacts UI, a tracer can choose a particular Profile corresponding to a given user, the max contact 
distance, and a specified date range. Please read the important note under the Global UI > Settings 
section above for how this max contact distance interacts with the system-wide setting. 
 
The summary view of the output demonstrates the total duration a specific Profile was in contact with 
other Profiles. By double clicking on a specific contact, the user can launch the Detailed view, showing 
when contacts were made, the duration of that contact, and statistics on average, minimum, and 
maximum distance of contact. These contacts can be viewed in a heat map visualization that is animated 
across the time series. Note that the records in the Detailed view are limited to 50,000. 
 
In addition, users can view the detail in Chart format to see specific contact intervals plotted across a time 
series for a given Profile. Note the use of the “List” and “Chart” selectors on the top right side of the UI, as 
shown in the screens following this description. 

 

Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Detailed and Map View 

Detailed view with contacts shown in List format 

 

 

 

Detailed view with individual periods of contact displayed as a heatmap 

 

 



Detailed view with Profile contacts shown in Chart format 

 

 

 

 

Detailed view, shown in Chart format, utilizing the filter feature to limit Profiles being viewed 

 

 

 

 

 



Heatmap 

The Heatmap UI allows a tracer to view accumulated time that a specific Profile spent in various areas of 
a specified floor. 

 

 

History 

The History UI allows a tracer to search for a Profile across a given date range and then view which floor 
a user occupied during a given one-hour interval. The data can be viewed in tabular or heatmap format 
and can be animated to show Profile movement across the time series. 

 

History viewed in tabular format 

 



 

History viewed as a heatmap across a date range 

 

 

Analyze > Audit Trail 

As with the audit trail UI in the global UI, users can see the time a change was made, by whom, and the 
nature of the change. Visibility to this will depend on user permissions. Data can be downloaded as a 
CSV. Audited actions include: 

• Search actions (e.g., User X searched for Profile Y contact exposure) 

• User Management actions (e.g., User X added User A with role B) 

• Profile Management actions (e.g., User X created new Profile Z) 

 

Manage > Location 

Users and Roles 

In the Location UI, user details and roles are displayed, and depending on permissions, a given user can 
manage or add users. As with the Global UI, details of individual role permissions are laid out clearly 
under the roles sub-menu. Please see section, “Understanding User Roles” for more detail. 
 
Users’ email addresses are displayed as a default data field, but they have been omitted here due to data 
privacy considerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Add or remove columns in User view 

 

 

 

View permissions by expanding each Role 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Manage > Profiles 

In the Profiles UI a user can view active Profiles, Trackers, and Associations made between those 
Profiles and Trackers. 
 

Overview 

Starting with the Overview UI a user can view current Profiles, the Class (e.g., Human), Type (e.g., 
Employee), battery level of the Tracker, and when it was last seen in the environment. Depending on 
permissions, a user may be able to add a new Profile, view data, and export data as a CSV file. 
  
 
View Profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Add a Profile 

 

 

Trackers 

The Trackers UI displays currently deployed tracking hardware. Currently this only includes Aruba tags, 
but longer-term, other types may be supported. The user can view the Tracker ID type, what protocol is 
being used, last location the Tracker was observed, and whether that Tracker is associated with a Profile. 
  
Depending on permissions a user may be able to auto-generate Profile associations. This feature 
automatically creates Profiles and associates them to available Trackers, across a given Profile Type. 
This saves significant time for large deployments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Trackers view 

 

 

Associations 

The Associations UI displays currently associated Profiles and Trackers. Users can manage those 
associations as well as manually add a Profile association. As with all other UI’s, permissions will dictate 
how much a user will see and what ability they have to change data. In March of 2021, a new feature was 
added, making it easier to replace a BLE tag for a given Profile. This is often helpful in the case of an 
employee or visitor forgetting or misplacing their existing BLE tag. 
 
 
Associations view 

 



Associate a Profile to a Tracker 

 

 

 

Replace a Profile Association 

 

 

Understanding Trackers, Profiles, and Associations 

Overview: 

Physical BLE Tags (“Trackers”) are deployed using the Aruba Tags app and then associated to a user 



Profile in the Aruba Workplace Insights tool. To help authorized users identify a PUI, the Workplace 

Insights tool offers the ability to use a custom field to add an identifier like employee ID. Use of this field 

is not mandatory. However, any individually identifiable data including usernames or other personal 

identifiers should not be stored in Workplace Insights and should instead be stored in a separate system 

solely accessible by contact tracers, HR personnel, or other permitted groups. 

 

Trackers: Devices like the Aruba BLE Tag that can be affixed to an access badge. The Tracker emits a 

transmission at regular intervals and is observed by the Aruba BLE-enabled Access Points. In the future, 

other devices may be incorporated as available Trackers, whether BLE or WIFI-based. Today, the 

Tracker ID corresponds to the MAC address of an Aruba BLE Tag. 

 

Profiles: Profiles are used to identify a particular Class and Type of human or object. In this case, Class 

will be either “Human” or “Object” and Type will provide the next level of description. For example, under 

the “Human” Class, there are Types “Employee”, “Visitor”, “Contractor”, and “Others”, while for the 

“Object” Class there are Types “Critical” and “Others”. Once created, a Profile will have a unique ID 

which can be paired with a Tracker ID. 

  

Associations: Associations are the fundamental connections between Trackers and Profiles. Here, a 

Profile ID is associated to a Tracker ID. Associations can be made manually or in an automated fashion 

by using the “Auto Generate Profile Association” workflow. See “Associations” section above.  

 

Understanding User Roles 

The Workplace Insights tool uses role-based access to define user permissions. 

 

Users are first established at the Organization level. At that level, a User can be given 1 of 3 role types: 

Administrator, Auditor, or Member. Specific permissions associated with each role are detailed in the 

Users > Roles UI (Global > Manage > Organization > Users > Roles). The Administrator role provides 

the greatest level of permissions while the Member role provides the least. 

 

Once users are established at the Organization level, they can be further defined at the Location level. 

At that level, a User can be given 1 of 5 role types: Administrator, Investigator, Safety, Security, and 

Security Supervisor. As with the Organization level permissions, the Administrator level provides the 

greatest level of permissions. For Location permissions, the Safety role provides the fewest permissions. 

Specific permissions associated with each role are detailed in Roles UI (the Location > Manage > 

Location Users > Roles). The actions that a user will undertake in the daily course of their job should 

drive the permission given. In general, it is a best practice to provide the least level of permissions 

necessary to carry out the job requirements. Let’s now examine more about roles at both the Global and 

Location level. 

 

Global level 

• Administrator – This role has full access at all levels for all sites. This includes all global settings.  



• Auditor – This role has read-only access to all data for all sites, but it has no access to modify or 
delete anywhere.  

• Member – This role is the most basic and least permissive role at the global level. All users who are 
not defined as either an Administrator or Auditor role are by default a Member. Any further 
permissions for users in this role will be defined at the Location (“site”) level.  

  
Location (“site”) level 
• Administrator – The role has full access at the Location level. This includes read access for 

everything and modify/delete access for conducting contact tracing, heatmap and history searches, 
adding new Profiles, creating tag-to-Profile associations, and adding data to the custom field in 
Profiles. This role does not have permission to modify global settings.  

• Investigator – This role is intended for the persons doing the actual contact tracing. Users in this role 
can conduct contact tracing searches as well as heatmap and history searches. This role does not 
have permission to add new Profiles, create tag to Profile associations, or add data to the custom 
field. 

• Proximity Investigator – This role is limited in scope and can only view whether 2 profiles have been 
in contact. This role does not have access to any location information such as live map, profile history 
or location statistics. 

• Safety – This role has permission to view aggregated data only. This includes heatmaps for humans 
and objects in aggregate.  

• Security – This role is intended for the person creating new Profiles and making the Tracker-to-Profile 
associations. This role does not have permission to do contact tracing searches. 

• Security Supervisor – This role carries the same permissions as the Security role with the exception 
that this one can modify or delete a Profile of type “employee” as well as modify or delete a custom 
field of type “employee”. 

 

Finally, let’s put it all together with a fictional example. One of your company’s internal Contact Tracers 

needs to gain access to the Workplace Insights tool in order to carry out specific contact tracing 

investigations. The User should be first set-up at the Organization level as a Member. Once that is 

established, the user can be set-up in the specific Location(s) where they will need to access the data. 

For each Location, the User should be defined as an Investigator since their role is to determine contact 

between a Person under Investigation (PUI) and other people in physical proximity. In practice, this 

permission level allows the Contact Tracer to search and view Contact data, view Profile associations, 

and view live map data. However, this user cannot modify or delete any data within the tool. 

 

Q&A 

 
What accuracy can I expect with a properly deployed environment?  

The Meridian asset tracking solution utilized for tag positioning is designed to provide 3 to 5-meter 
resolution for Aruba VRF enterprise Wi-Fi deployments. More information can be found here.  

How can I improve accuracy?  

• Access Point Density – All 300/500 series Aruba access points have a built in BLE radio to 
observe tags. Using the guide above to improve density will improve accuracy. In some 
situations, additional access points should be deployed as Air Monitors so as not to decrease 
overall WLAN performance.  



• Air Monitors – Air Monitors are access points configured not to serve Wi-Fi clients but to observe 
the wireless environment for wireless intrusion prevention and detection. AMs can be configured 
to also observe BLE tags.  

• Control Tags–The same BLE tag hardware can be configured as control tags and placed at a 
precise X, Y coordinates on the map to help improve accuracy. This will allow the Meridian 
platform to better correlate tag RF reading to locations on the map.  

What is the maximum recorded distance range between tags and time difference for Aruba 
Workplace Insights to capture an exposure event?  

Tag must be no more than 5 meters apart for at least 1 minute in order to be recorded.  

Why are contacts between human and objects tracked?  

Viral transmission between human and objects are rare, but still a possibility based on available research. 
Depending on the customer’s specific environment, certain objects can have a high utilization between 
humans. Therefore, the toolset records human to object contacts to allow cleaning teams to target those 
objects that have been utilized by PUI’s. This can also help guide cleaning crews by identifying areas 
where there has been a high level of human contact since last cleaning. 

What Aruba hardware infrastructure is needed to run Aruba Workplace Insights?  

Aruba BLE tags can be monitored with BLE enabled Aruba access points (300/500 series) in controller or 
controllerless configuration running AOS 6.5 and above.  

How much does it cost?  

We do not expect to charge our customers for the Aruba Workplace Insights tool during the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic. However, this does not cover costs for any associated Meridian licensing, wireless 
infrastructure, or Aruba Tags.  

Where does your cloud infrastructure reside?  

Meridian – Google Cloud; Aruba Workplace Insights - Amazon Web Services  

Do you support Single Sign On?  

Yes, SAML SSO is supported.  

Is Aruba Workplace Insights available to customers globally?  

Aruba Workplace Insights is available to any Aruba customer that can purchase and deploy the Meridian 
asset tracking solution. Please see previous privacy statements above.  

Does your solution house Personally Identifiable Information (PII)?  

Data collected by the system includes the Tag ID, floor and x, y location, and timestamp in formation. The 
Tag ID is a unique identifier for the Aruba Tag itself but used alone cannot identify an individual.  

The Tag ID can be associated with a specific person when combined with additional information, so many 
privacy laws will consider this to be PII. See Privacy Statement.  



How long does tag location data, heatmap, and exposure history data persist on your 
infrastructure?  

Aruba Workplace Insights data is retained on a rolling 30-day basis.  

What is the frequency of Aruba Tag positioning updates?  

For a given tag, assuming sufficient data to calculate a new location, the location is updated every 30-120 
seconds.  

Is the tag water resistant?  

The BT10 BLE tag has an IP54 rating meaning the tag is protected from limited dust ingress and from 
water spray from any direction.  

What is the battery life of an Aruba Tag?  

The Aruba tag’s battery is designed to last for 3 to 4 years. Battery life information is visible within the 
Meridian Editor and through the asset tag API.  

How do I mount an Aruba Tag?  

3M commercial grade adhesive tape is included with the product. See solution overview section above for 
other tag deployment ideas various Aruba customers have taken.  

How does your Contact Tracing solution for BLE differ from your Wi-Fi based solution?  

 BLE Based  Wi-Fi Based  

Cost  Needs Hardware tags & Meridian licensing (maps 
and asset tracking licenses)  

No additional charge for Central and AirWave 
customers  

Data  3 to 5-meter accuracy with Aruba tags  Up to 10-meter accuracy for Location tracing, Up 
to 20-meter accuracy for Contact tracing  

Deployment  Tag setup and provisioning to user, Aruba APs 
BLE radios enabled and pointed to Meridian  Immediate, when available  

Additional 
Hardware  Aruba Tags, Aruba 3xx or 5xx series APs  None, just Aruba network managed APs 

managed by AirWave or Central  

Are any 3rd party components required for the Aruba Workplace Insights solution?  

No.  

Can your solution run without Aruba Central or AirWave?  

Yes.  

Does your solution require an app?  

No.  

Does your solution require additional Aruba Beacons for positioning?  

No. As described in the Solution Overview, only Aruba AP Beacons are required to observe Aruba Tags. 



Can your solution run on an Aruba controller-less AP? (example: Aruba Instant)?  

Yes, these can be stand-alone clusters or managed by Aruba Central.  

Can your solution trace and position tags outdoors?  

The solution is designed for indoor Meridian based deployments.  

Can my employees, visitors or students wearing an Aruba Tag be identified on another Aruba 
customer’s infrastructure?  

No, tags provisioned to your Meridian location will only report to your organization’s Meridian and 
Workplace Insights dashboards.  

Can any of this solution be repurposed for use cases beyond Return-to-Office?  

Yes. The Meridian maps, configuration and associated licensing are the core foundational pieces for 
Meridian wayfinding and indoor location. 

Are 3rd Party BLE tags traceable with your solution?  

No, not currently. 
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